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Analytical Cornerstone,
a powerful software tool
for analysis of cost data
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Stay on top of rising cartonboard manufacturing costs

Does the seeming ever-increasing tendency towards surging costs for
cartonboard grades make you wonder if your company is being left
behind and becoming less competitive?

Get the proven resources you need to keep abreast of the many changes
in the global cartonboard market, with RISI's Global Cartonboard Mill and
Machine-Level Benchmarking Data. This data, containing valuable and
timely information on the manufacturing costs for 132 key mills
throughout North and Latin America, Asia and Europe, will help you
measure your cost competitiveness and make critical decisions in every
area of the production process.

Click here for a prospectus on our global cartonboard data.
Click here for detailed information on all of our benchmarking products or
for individual prospectuses.

Each grade of cost benchmarking data is delivered through our powerful
Analytical Cornerstone software – so you can manipulate the
information and export your results into Excel. It also provides a thorough
analysis of each mill's production process, such as:

Detailed report results, including aggregate cost curves highlighting the
different benchmark grade, detailed cash and delivery costs and more
Machine-by-machine listing, detailing the production process and
manufacturing costs by natural category
Efficiency measures (labor productivity and paper machine productivity
by mill)
Individual paper machine information and capacities
Fiber furnishes by individual paper machine
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Contact Us

RISI
4 Alfred Circle
Bedford, MA 01730 USA
Tel: 866.271.8525
(US & Canada)
+32.2.536.0748
(outside the US & Canada)
info@risiinfo.com

Tailor the software to your company's specific areas of cost focus—
geographical region or specific mill/machine/company
Measure cost competitiveness across all natural manufacturing
categories—fiber, chemicals, fuel, electricity, hourly labor, salary labor,
maintenance and delivery

Need to have access to the cost manufacturing data for multiple
grades and/or have your data updated continuously? Subscribe to
Analytical Cornerstone – and have access to all of the data on more than
1,600 mills and 2,500 machines worldwide, plus free quarterly updates.

And take your analysis to the next level with our optional Scenario
Manager. This powerful add-on to Analytical Cornerstone allows you to
perform “what-if” scenarios and sensitivity analysis, to display data by
individual mill and machine detail or specially sorted cost curves, while
providing the ability to predict and analyze the effects of:

Changes in exchange rates by country or region
Adding, upgrading or closing mills/machines
Fluctuating supply costs for specific geographic regions
Individual mill adjustments
Compare individual machines

To learn more, click here.

For additional information or to order, contact us:

In North America:
David Rosenberg - 770.373.3028 or drosenberg@risiinfo.com
Dan Temple - 770.373.3020 or dtemple@risiinfo.com

In Europe:
Matt Graves - +32.2.536.0747 or mgraves@risiinfo.com

In Latin America:
Greg Ardoullie - +55.11.3848.9051 or gardouillie@risiinfo.com

In Asia:
Levi Li - +86.21.5134.1800 or lli@risiinfo.com

This is an advertising message from RISI. We respect your privacy. If you
would prefer not to receive emails from us about products and services
that may be of interest to you, please click here
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